Towards modelling active sound localisation based on Bayesian inference in a static environment
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Abstract — Over the decades, Bayesian statistical inference has become a staple technique for modelling human multisensory perception. Many studies have successfully shown how sensory and prior information can be combined to optimally interpret our environment. Because of the multiple sound localisation cues available in the binaural signal, sound localisation models based on Bayesian inference are a promising way of explaining behavioural human data. An interesting aspect is the consideration of dynamic localisation cues obtained through self-motion. Here we provide a review of the recent developments in modelling dynamic sound localisation with a particular focus on Bayesian inference. Further, we describe a theoretical Bayesian framework capable to model dynamic and active listening situations in humans in a static auditory environment. In order to demonstrate its potential in future implementations, we provide results from two examples of simplified versions of that framework.
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1 Introduction

Sound localisation is a primary function of the human auditory system. Besides the well established evolutionary advantages [1], it is a crucial process for attention control and self-orientation. Proper understanding and implementation of the cues responsible for localisation is relevant for a range of modern audio applications, such as binaural hearing aids and three-dimensional audio displays for augmented or virtual reality [2].

The binaural nature of the auditory system is of high importance for localisation of the lateral position (Fig. 1) of a sound source [3]. Humans obtain information about the source through the interaural differences in time of arrival (interaural time difference, ITD) and level (interaural level difference, ILD). However, the ITD and ILD cues do not provide enough information for accurate localisation beyond the horizontal plane, as several source locations will give rise to nearly the exact same binaural cues in the so called “cones of confusion” [4]. Monaural spectral cues, which result from the filtering properties of the outer ear, head and torso, carry additional information on the polar position of the source (Fig. 1). This spectral information aids in resolving the ambiguity in the binaural cues [5].

The aforementioned ITD, ILD and spectral cues can be considered “static”, as they are usually obtained in a situation where neither the source, nor the head undergoes any movement. However, in addition to these static cues, the auditory system can also utilise “dynamic” cues, which are obtained by either sound source or head movement. Thus, dynamic cues can be defined as the changes in static cues during motion. Dynamic cues are beneficial during sound localisation, especially for resolving front–back confusions (e.g., [6]). They aid localisation in some way, but their importance relative to static cues is still an active point of research. Furthermore, dynamic cues obtained from self motion, e.g., head movements, bring the additional challenge of processing sensorimotor information. As a result, the majority of state of the art models for sound localisation do not include the use of head movements [7].

There are many available models, which each focus on a specific aspect of binaural localisation, such as processing of binaural cues [8, 9], spectral cues [10, 11], or reverberant environments [12]. Over the past decade, machine learning techniques have also been applied to the modelling problem (e.g., [13, 14]). Despite promising results, these techniques require substantial amounts of training data and can be difficult to understand due to their black-box nature [15].

Bayesian inference is a method to optimally combine information about a multivariate system, when relying on noisy observations only. Bayesian inference has often been shown to take place not only in human multisensory perception [16–20] but also human perception based on multiple cues within a single modality [21–23]. Because of the
Sound source localisation consists of determining the position of a source in three dimensions comprising two angles and the distance. In the interaural-polar coordinate system, the two angles are defined as the lateral and polar angles relative to a single pole passing through the two ears, i.e., the interaural axis. The interaural-polar system as used in [10, 26, 27] with a fixed distance between the listener and the source is illustrated in Figure 1. The static physical acoustic cues for localisation are captured by the (binaural) head-related transfer functions (HRTFs), which describes the filtering of the sound for a given direction by the listener’s anatomy as recorded at the two ear drums.

For sound-source localisation along the lateral angle, the two main cues are the ITDs and the ILDs which are caused by the wave propagation time difference and the shadowing effects of the head, respectively [3]. ITD as a function of lateral angle roughly follows a sine shape, with zeroes on the median plane and maxima on the interaural axis [28]. This means that small displacements around the median plane produce larger changes in ITD than the same displacements at the lateral sides of the head. The ILD calculated for a spherical head model doesn’t show maxima on the interaural axis, but for locations 45° on either side of that axis [28]. For narrowband sounds, the ILD cues are dominant at the middle to high-frequency range of human hearing, and the ITD cues are particularly important for low frequencies [29]. This is known as the duplex theory of sound localisation. For broadband sounds, which encompasses most natural signals, both cues have substantial weight, but ITD dominates for most listeners [30].

ITDs and ILDs produced by a sound at one location are ambiguous cues as they can also be produced by a sound at any location on the surface of a cone centred on the interaural axis, an effect known as the “cone of confusion” [3]. Thus, in addition to these interaural broadband cues, the asymmetric and convoluted shape of the outer ears functions as a direction-dependent filter by causing frequency-dependent interference before sound waves reach the ear drums. The spectral cues introduced at each ear provide spatial information along the sagittal planes that helps to disambiguate the cones of confusion [5] which results in smaller elevation errors and a reduced so-called quadrant error rate, i.e., rate of confusing the spatial quadrant of the source direction, including the confusions between front and back and top and bottom [26, 31]. Thus, the interaural-polar coordinate system provides a simple but complete representation of all sound directions from the perceptual perspective [32], in which the lateral angle depends mostly on interaural cues and polar angle depends mostly on monaural spectral cues (see Fig. 1).

Despite the varying contributions from different spectral regions, incoming sound must comprise sufficient energy in the relevant frequency region to make use of the spectral cues by the auditory system [33, 34]. The human pinna’s most prominent spectral notch related to the sound’s polar angle falls within the 6–9 kHz band, which varies systematically and monotonically with polar angle [34]. Acoustic features above 9 kHz still dependent on the polar angle, but they vary in a much more complex way. As a general upper limit, frequencies up to 16 kHz are evaluated by the auditory system in order to localise the direction of a sound [35]. As for the lower frequency limit, sounds below 4 kHz have wavelengths that are too large to be affected by the dimensions of the pinnae and, thus, the resonances are direction independent [36]. Additionally, the effectiveness of monaural cues is highly listener specific, due to individual head and ear morphology [37]. This is a prominent issue in 3D auditory displays for sound presentation over headphones [38] as such systems require listener-specific HRTFs to reproduce the spectral cues with full accuracy.

![Figure 1. Interaural-polar coordinate system as used in [10, 26, 27]. The lateral angle of 0° describes sources located on the median plane. The polar angle of 0° describes sources located on the horizontal plane at the eye level. Note that in this system, the lateral angle increases to the left, providing the advantage that for sources located at the eye level, the lateral angle coincides with the azimuth angle of the widely used spherical coordinate system.](image-url)
Note that in this article we focus on the direction, and put less attention on the third dimension, the distance. On the one hand, distance perception is closely linked to sound reverberation [39]. On the other hand, our proposed framework is expandable to consider additional variables and more complex problems. For example, in the near field (distances below 1 m), ILDs become a significant cue for the disambiguation of source location [40] and this information could be used to extend our considerations to more complex localisation scenarios. Also, auditory motion parallax can be exploited to assess the relative distances of two sound sources [41].

2.2 Ill-posed problem and prior information

Even for sound sources that meet the requirements above, polar angle estimation is still argued to be a mathematically ill-posed problem [42], as the spectrum of the signal at the eardrum results from a time-domain convolution of two unknowns: the actual source spectrum and the particular direction-dependent HRTF. This means that a priori knowledge of the source spectrum and/or direction helps to differentiate between spectral cues resulting from the source properties and from the filtering by the pinnae. Thus, a listener with an a priori knowledge is better able to estimate the pinna filtering characteristics from an incoming sound and associate those characteristics with the appropriate source position.

Despite the ill-posed problem for sound’s polar-angle estimation, human localisation performance can be accurate and precise for most sound directions. Thus, to estimate the most likely direction, the auditory system seems to complement the acoustic cues with non-acoustic information about sounds and the environment. For example, the auditory system considers certain parts of the sensory information to be more reliable than others, such as different weightings on different frequency bands [34]. With respect to sound localisation, priors emphasising the central directions helped to describe the systematic underestimation of peripheral source directions in owls [43]. There also appears to be a clear mapping between frequency and elevation estimation, where high pitch is consistently mapped to high positions and vice versa [44]. A priori assumptions such as the HRTF being unique for each sound elevation and natural source spectra not resembling HRTFs helped in modelling the process of sound localisation [45].

Interestingly, sound-localisation mechanisms seem to be independent along the horizontal and vertical dimensions, providing evidence that they may be embedded as distinct strategies to deal with spatial uncertainty in the acoustic environment [42]. In the same study, azimuth estimation did not require a prior. Conversely, elevation estimation did require a prior in the form of a Gaussian spatial distribution centred around the horizontal plane. This is in line with the current understanding of multisensory perception where priors are independently encoded [46]. The elegant inclusion of such prior information is a major advantage of a Bayesian framework.

In vision, priors have been discovered, e.g., observers tend to underestimate the speed of an object as they initially assume them to move stationary or move slowly [47]. These priors may also apply to audition. In fact, an analogous prior for low velocity of auditory sources has already been suggested [48, 49].

3 Dynamic listening

Our acoustic environment is in constant motion, due to both animate objects and listener movements. This makes the dynamic listening problem twofold [50]: (1) How is motion perceived and encoded in the auditory system? (2) How can a listener disambiguate moving sources from the apparent motion caused by head rotation? Both questions will be addressed in this section.

It is important to distinguish here between “passive” dynamic listening and “active” dynamic listening, particularly because several definitions exist in different fields related to audition [51–54]. According to our definition, passive dynamic listening involves a dynamic acoustic environment without the employment of head movements, i.e., dynamic cues are solely produced by moving sound sources. In contrast, in the active dynamic listening situation listeners can rotate their heads and obtain dynamic cues even from static sound sources.

There are three degrees of freedom considered in most research related to dynamic listening: head rotation around the z-axis (yaw), head turn around the y-axis (pitch) and head tilt around the x-axis (roll), see Figure 2. Note that in this article, we focus on the directional localisation process, thus we do not consider head translations, which are usually related to distance estimation [55].

3.1 Acoustic features and perceptual cues

Wallach first suggested that dynamic ITDs and ILDs associated with head rotation are used to refine localisation accuracy, especially along the cones of confusion [56]. He argued that head yaw rotations would eliminate front–back ambiguity due to the contrasting change in the interaural cues provided by a stationary source [57]. The contribution of dynamic cues to resolve front from back has since been empirically shown multiple times [58–60], especially in conditions in which spectral cues are not fully accessible to the auditory system [38, 61, 62]. Dynamic interaural cues contribute more to front–back resolution than dynamic monaural spectral cues [63] and dynamic ITD is a more salient cue than dynamic ILD [57].

Not only yaw rotations produce a strong dynamic cue, head rolls provide supplementary information to resolve up-down confusions [36]. The contribution of yaw and roll to the process of sound localisation based on ITD can be investigated with the so-called ITD angular rate, i.e., dITD/da with a being the source angle along a given rotation axis. ITD angular rate describes the change in ITD caused by the change in the source direction [64]. Figure 3
shows ITD angular rates for the three rotation axes and sources placed over the full sphere. The ITDs were calculated from the HRTFs of a mannequin (KU 100, Neumann, Germany) available from the THK SOFA database [65]. Figure 3 shows that yaw and roll induce large ITD rates providing a strong cue to resolve the cone of confusion. The head pitch, on the other hand, does not seem to evoke significant ITD rates, i.e., it does not provide dynamic cues to sufficiently resolve the cone of confusion.

Dynamic cues also help in estimating the elevation of a sound source. As it can be deduced from Figure 3a, the ITD angular rates caused by head yaw depend on the source elevation angle [56]. They are large for sources placed on the horizontal plane and nearly zero for those placed directly above or below a listener. This relation is shown in more detail in Figure 4, which shows the ITD angular rate for head yaw (dITD/dz with z being the lateral angle) as a function of the polar angle for sources located on the median plane. The auditory system is able to evaluate these ITD rate differences and associate them with the sound elevation [6, 7, 38, 56, 61]. The sensitivity of this feature varies with the elevation. In reference to Figure 4, the ITD yaw rate is largest for sources on the horizontal plane and the smallest for sources above and below the listener. The opposite is true for the slope of the ITD yaw rate, i.e., the slope is steeper for higher polar angles. The steepness of the slope may explain why elevation estimation based on dynamic ITD only improves for elevations greater than 30° above or below the horizontal plane [6]. Generally, the relation between the dynamic ITD rate and elevation perception seems to be quite complex, as it seems to further depend on the stimulus bandwidth [61] and might even be supported by dynamic spectral cues [38], but not in monaural listening situations [66].

Head movements do not always improve localisation. Brief sounds played during an ongoing head movement may even degrade localisation accuracy [67, 68]. During rapid head turns, the auditory space can be perceived as distorted or “smeared” [69], which indicates that rotation speed may be a relevant parameter in the process of sound localisation. Interestingly, those distortions only occurred when the sounds were presented near the end of the head turn indicating a complex interaction between the head rotation and perceived auditory space. On top of that, all the spatial cues can vary temporally and our brains need to integrate the information somehow in order to obtain a stable image of the environment. Unfortunately, it is not completely clear yet how the brain accomplishes this task [70].

Figure 3. ITD angular rates (dITD/dz) in μs per degree. Here dz corresponds with a positive rotation around the (a) z-axis (yaw), (b) y-axis (pitch), and (c) x-axis (roll). Left and right panels represent source locations in the front and back of the head, respectively.

Figure 4. ITD yaw rates (in μs per degree) calculated for sources located on the median plane as a function of the sound-source polar angle. Note the sinusoidal shape indicating that the ITD yaw rates do not change linearly with polar angle, showing the largest values at eye level (polar angle of zero), but the largest changes above or below the listener (polar angles of ±90).
So far, there is no evidence for peripheral neurons sensitive to auditory motion [71–73], in contrast to those found in the visual system. Still, humans are able to faithfully track a sound's unpredictable movements in the horizontal plane with smooth-pursuit responses of the head, which in turn supports the existence of a pursuit system for auditory head-tracking [74]. This is supported by neurons in the midbrain (inferior colliculus and medial geniculate nucleus) sensitive to dynamic cue changes. This suggests the existence of a higher-level neural network estimating sound motion, similar to that of third-order (acceleration) motion detectors found in vision for cats [75], bats [76], guine pigs [77], and barn owls [78, 79]. These networks are heavily modulated by attention [80] and have been measured by means of electroencephalography (EEG) [81], providing further evidence for higher cognitive processes involved in decoding sound velocity in humans. Taken together, sound motion is most probably tracked by sampling the estimated source position and integrating that information by higher stages of the auditory system [50, 82], rather than by a continuous measurement of sound velocity in the peripheral stages.

It is generally accepted that the auditory system depends on a type of “temporal integration” [83]. It is important here to distinguish between the operation of mathematical integration (as the term “temporal integration” seems to imply) and the actual process in the analysis of time-variant information. In cognitive sciences, temporal integration considers a variety of models working on various time scales [84]. For example, in the “multiple looks” model, samples or “looks” are taken from the acoustic features, stored in memory, and can be selectively accessed and processed [85]. When applied to the process of sound localisation, the auditory system seems to integrate acoustic information over a duration of approximately 5 ms to form a single look, which are then combined through a leaky integrator, with a stable composite estimation requiring a stimulus duration of approximately 80 ms [86].

More specifically, static elevation estimation seems to require 40–80 ms of broadband input [86]. For static lateralisation, stable performance can be achieved with stimuli as short as 3 ms [87]. During dynamic sound-source localisation, the sound localisation system seems to require a minimum 100 ms of input to yield an improved estimate (likely due to the process of vestibular-auditory integration), with the stimulus duration above 100 ms further improving the localisation performance [6, 57].

Doppler shift, i.e., the frequency shift caused by the motion of the sound source and/or the listener, is an additional dynamic cue that must be noted. Interestingly, within a single frequency band, the binaural Doppler equation results in mathematically equivalent results as the ITD angular rate [88]. Despite its implementation in robotic systems [89], there seems to be no evidence that human use the Doppler effect to localise sound sources. When considering moving sources, however, humans are indeed able to utilise the Doppler shift as a cue for velocity discrimination [90].

### 3.2 Integration of sensorimotor information

Listeners are capable of dissociating self-motion from source motion, with the largest apparent difference being the additional sensory feedback from the vestibular and proprioceptive systems in the case of self motion [50]. Consequently, the contribution of self-motion implies the consideration of sensorimotor information in modelling the localisation process.

In the human auditory system, acoustic cues are encoded in an egocentric representation, i.e., head-centred reference frame [87]. In the process of spatial inference, the frame of reference needs to be transformed from egocentric to allocentric, i.e., world-centred information about the environment [91]. The auditory system is able to compensate for head rotations during the perception of sound-source motion, though this compensation seems to be incomplete [49]. Complementary information from other senses, integrated with the acoustic input can help to better estimate the allocentric spatial properties of the environment. In fact, mechanisms responsible for building an allocentric frame of reference are based on multisensory processing [92–94].

Thus, it is not surprising that in the process of sound localisation, information needs to be integrated from many systems such as the vestibular system, proprioception or from efference copies of motor commands [95]. For example, performance in a dynamic spatial auditory task improved when dynamic cues were generated by self-induced head motion rather than by the source itself [96]. However, front–back confusions that initially did not resolve with source movement were in fact resolved when source movements were controlled by the listener [58], suggesting that head movements may not be required to produce dynamic cues to resolve front–back ambiguity and, instead, that the listener’s priors, e.g., additional information on the direction of the source, contribute strongly.

The extent to which the various information channels contribute to the process of spatial calibration remains an open question. There is a strong indication that vestibular-auditory integration takes place in the sound localisation process as indicated by the requirement of a long stimulus duration (in the range of 100 ms) for an effective use of dynamic auditory cues [57]. However, in that study, listeners rotated their head at a constant velocity and the stimulus was played when the head orientation entered a selected spatial window. Because of this, movement initiation and acceleration, in which sensorimotor mechanisms may play a prominent role, were not tested. Experiments that made subjects orient themselves "straight ahead" found that proprioceptive input from the neck region does significantly impact the subjective body orientation in humans, even though the effect was smaller than that found for vestibular stimulation [97]. In order to clarify whether the sensorimotor information integrated with acoustic cues is derived from vestibular or proprioceptive systems, several head and body movement conditions were tested in a sound localisation experiment [98]. The proprioceptive information did not improve localisation indicating that
the vestibular inputs are sufficient to inform the auditory system about head movement. In line with these findings, work by Genzel et al. shows that auditory updating is dominated by vestibular signals, though they did find significant contributions from proprioception/efference copy [99]. Even eye position [100] and audiovestibular interaction [101] seem to affect the spatial localisation, which further complicates the understanding of the contribution of sensorimotor information to the process of sound localisation. It is apparent, however, that the vestibular system is dominant in many of the tested scenarios.

3.3 Active-listening strategies

Borrowing from control theory terminology, active listening can be subdivided into open-loop and closed-loop listening. In open-loop listening head movements do not depend on the sound source. For closed-loop listening, the listener adjusts the head movements in response to the perceived sound in a feedback loop, adapting the movement for the duration of the sound signal. This makes closed-loop listening a task-dependent problem. Closed-loop listening can be beneficial to “triangulate” a source, to decrease interference from reverberation, and to attend to a single (moving) source in a complex listening environment [52]. Naturally, closed-loop listening strategies are only possible if there is enough time to react. In a dynamic listening task, localisation accuracy could be improved with signals as short as 50 ms, but only in the cases where the listener responds with a head movement within the duration of the stimulus [6]. Note that, besides head movement, eyes can also be moved as a reaction to a sound [102], but because they do not change the auditory signal, we do not consider them in this article.

In an unconstrained listening situation, i.e., any head movements allowed, listeners utilise yaw more often than pitch or roll [62, 103]. This is in line with the observation that yaw produces the most informative dynamic cues, compare Figure 3. In a closed-loop listening situation, listeners can also orient their head towards the source. Indeed, in another listening task, a majority of the subjects rotated their head toward the direction of the source [104, 105]. This behaviour may be beneficial for several reasons such as the spatial centring the acoustic image of a sound and the alignment of the visual system with the source of the sound [106]. The horizontal localisation is best in the area around the frontal half of the median plane [107, 108] and thus may be considered as a neuro-computational auditory fovea, which somewhat resembles the visual ocular pursuit system [74]. Following this, a listener’s intention may be to orient their head such that the source direction is within the field of highest spatial resolution [3]. Furthermore, listeners also tend to make reversals in head movements, i.e., rotating their head back and forth [104, 105]. By doing so, a continuum of dynamic cues is produced, which when integrated, may improve the estimation of the position of a stationary sound source.

It may be unnecessary to consider all physically attainable orientations of the head, because a confined area around the initial position covers the majority of head positions in natural listening situations. Even though humans can rotate their heads on the yaw axis as far as ±70°, the listeners do not seem to rotate their heads to this extent [7]. Small head rotations (up to ±16°) already significantly reduce the rate of front–back confusions, though larger movements are required to also significantly reduce elevation errors [38]. Head movements are smaller for broadband noise than for narrowband noise [62], indicating an inverse relationship between spectral content and the required rotation angle.

It is important to note that all the aforementioned studies report large individual differences in the head movements. The optimal manner of obtaining dynamic information may be subject-dependent because of differences in morphology and hearing capabilities. It is, however, rather likely that untrained and fully unconstrained listeners do not inherently know how to utilise dynamic cues. In a speech perception experiment, untrained listeners did not make optimal use of the dynamic cues [109]. In fact, some listeners did not move at all, some rotated directly to near-optimum orientations, while others moved gradually and erratically. After being instructed on the head movements, listeners’ behaviour became more coherent and performance improved indicating that listeners are capable of quickly learning new strategies in order to optimise their head movements. However, there seem to be only little advantage from “free” (i.e., no instructions) over “forced” (i.e., an instructed direction and speed) rotations [6, 59]. In summary, inclusion of individual listener strategies in an active listening model would require the consideration of a task-dependent variable driving the head orientation, freely chosen at each moment of time.

4 Bayesian models

There is a general consensus that in order to estimate a sound-source direction, the human auditory system performs a comparison between incoming acoustic features and their learned representation [11, 31, 34, 110]. In other words, the models assume a template-matching process, in which the auditory system maintains a stored library of templates of the acoustic information associated with each sound-source direction. When a stimulus is perceived, the listener then compares it to the templates. Given some prior assumptions, the localisation estimate then corresponds to the direction for which the template fits most closely.

This procedure can be well represented in the Bayesian framework, in which the probability of an occurring event may be affected by prior knowledge about the event, e.g., how frequently a stimulus previously occurred at a given position. The inclusion of a prior probability is what distinguishes this method from other interpretations of probability. A multitude of studies on multimodal perception suggests that the brain uses a Bayesian approach to combine stimuli during estimation of spatial localisation [16, 20, 111–113] and to learn and adapt to changes in the environment [45, 72, 114–116].
4.1 Bayesian estimation

In Bayes’ theorem (in terms of probability density functions),
\[
p(\psi|\mathbf{y}) = \frac{p(\mathbf{y}|\psi)p(\psi)}{p(\mathbf{y})},
\]
the posterior probability density function (PDF) \(p(\psi|\mathbf{y})\) of direction \(\psi\) of a source given acoustic information \(\mathbf{y}\) depends on three factors: (1) The likelihood \(p(\mathbf{y}|\psi)\), representing the PDF of acoustic information \(\mathbf{y}\) being observed for a source at direction \(\psi\); (2) The prior PDF \(p(\psi)\), representing assumptions on the result, derived from the past experience on the parameter to be estimated; and (3) The denominator \(p(\mathbf{y})\), representing the PDF of acoustic information \(\mathbf{y}\) being observed and assumed to be a normalisation constant inferred from \(\int p(\psi|\mathbf{y})d\psi = 1\), so that the area under the posterior PDF integrates to 1.

When formulating the sound source localisation problem as a Bayesian decision problem, the listener first determines the posterior PDF given both prior and sensory information. Next, a loss function is defined on the set of source directions and by using the posterior PDF to minimise the expected loss the “best” estimate of the source direction is determined.

If the loss function specifies the minimisation of the probability of error, the optimal Bayesian decision rule selects the maximum of the posterior PDF, a strategy known as the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) strategy [117]. Note that in the special case of the prior being a uniform PDF, the MAP strategy obtains the same result as maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which returns the parameter value \(\psi\) that maximises the likelihood. Interestingly, the auditory system does not always rely on a point estimate like the MAP rule and a random sampling strategy from the posterior PDF seems to better explain the localisation process in some conditions [42].

Bayesian inference is a widely used approach in investigating various auditory effects. For example, Bayesian inference can help to reconstruct localisation cues from listener responses to random cue spectra [118], or to investigate how fluctuations of binaural cues in realistic noisy listening conditions affect localisation performance [119], or to investigate the trading between accuracy and precision in the sound-localisation process [42].

Bayesian inference and the template-matching procedure have been combined to model sound localisation based on ITDs and spectral acoustic features of a stationary source [11]. That Bayesian ideal-observer model was able to predict empirical sound localisation errors, reproducing patterns observed in human localisation experiments. It can be seen as a first step in modelling active dynamic localisation and is, in fact, a simplified example for our model later (see Sect. 5.5).

4.2 Recursive Bayesian estimation

There is a variety of methods to introduce time dependency to Bayesian models [120], especially when it comes to derive a decision in complex dynamic systems [121]. Recursive Bayesian inference is one of these techniques and can be applied to fit a statistical model to data in a series of steps [122]. The methodology of recursive Bayesian inference can be defined as a two-step process that recursively cycles through a prediction step (which “predicts” a prior PDF of current state based on the old estimate) and an update step (which “updates” the state PDF to form a posterior estimate by taking the newly available measurement into account).

A popular way to approximate the recursive Bayesian estimation in discrete state-space is through linear-Gaussian models, i.e., Kalman filters, which assume that the true state of system model \(\mathbf{X}(t_i)\) at time \(t_i\) linearly evolves from the state at time \(t_{i-1}\). In order to process non-linear systems, adaptations of the Kalman filter can be used, such as extended Kalman filters or unscented Kalman filters [123]. The Kalman filter and its variants update the process mean, i.e., the state, and its variance at each iteration, making it the optimum (minimum error) estimator when the noises are Gaussian. However, multi-modal noises may bring the Kalman filter to instability, which prevents it from converging to the mean. In order to handle such multimodal ambiguities as well as non-linear models, the particle filter method (or sequential Monte Carlo, SMC) has been developed [124].

The switch between linear and non-linear systems can even be required when solving a single problem. For example, in an investigation of auditory-based prey capture by the barn owl [24], both linear and non-linear recursive Bayesian estimations were used to predict a source’s future direction, given a sequence of sensory observations and a prior PDF for direction and angular velocity. A linear relationship between prey direction and ITD was assumed for prey in the frontal hemisphere allowing for the use of a Kalman filter. For more lateral sound directions, however, the linear approximation did not apply and a particle filter was required to compute the Bayesian prediction. Note that while that model is a dynamic model, it utilises dynamic cues from source motion only, not from head movements.

Recursive Bayesian inference was also used to model the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus [9], which is thought to be responsible for the transformation from a frequency-specific code for spatial cues into a topographic code for space [125]. A similar mechanism was able to explain how an input with a limited spectrum can improved elevation estimation after training [25].

In the field of auditory scene analysis [126], recursive Bayesian estimation has been used to improve the process of resolving individual sources in a complex acoustic environment [127]. That model is based on dynamic ITDs and uses a simple recursive approach, in which the prior PDF of sound positions is stored in a spectrospatial map and the incoming short-time maps constitute new evidence. As a simplification, the dynamic cues of the head movements are translated to equivalent inverse changes in the source position. The model also assumes perfect control of the head orientation. Thus, it does not reflect a realistic dynamic listening situation, in which the actual head orientation
needs to be a random variable with an uncertainty, because of the inherent error in the sensorimotor system. Still, it can be considered as a case of “idealised” dynamic listening.

Much can also be learnt from research in robotics, as there are many existing models for multisensory integration and motion strategies [14, 128–131]. However, many of these studies have focused on developing artificial auditory systems that are less applicable to research on human binaural listening, such as the use of microphone arrays [132, 133]. Nonetheless, the techniques applied can prove useful for more biologically plausible models, especially for dynamic listening. For example, performance of an extended Kalman filter has been improved by introducing additional a priori information verifying the consistency of location estimation at each time step [89].

5 Modelling active listening in a static environment

In this section, we propose a state-space model to describe the problem of active sound localisation, explain the generative model used in the Bayesian framework, and derive the posterior PDFs of the head orientation and source direction. We also demonstrate the feasibility of our model in two simplified examples.

In our model, we limit the source to be stationary with respect to the head movements within the considered temporal interval in the model. This is justified by assuming that our framework is a part of a larger framework of causal inference, in which the listener tests various hypotheses on the auditory environment and at the moment of probing the environment, the most probable assumption is an environment consisting of non-moving auditory objects. This assumption is further upheld by the empirical data supporting the “slow-motion prior” in listening [48, 49].

We allow the listener to actively control the head movements. While head rotations can be described in a general way by using quaternions, in our article, we use a simplified description by limiting head movements to yaw rotations only. Finally, we assume a “multiple looks” model whereby the listener collects information at discrete time steps during the motion and updates the evidence step by step.

5.1 State-space model

We describe the listener as a dynamic state-space process, where in all instances of listening, the listener needs to determine the posterior PDF of the source direction and that PDF needs to be updated recursively as more evidence or information becomes available. This recursive estimation process is important in dynamic models including temporal integration and relies on the Markov assumption: the future is independent of the past given the present [134]. The state-space representation utilises state variables, of which the values evolve over time in a way that depends on their current value (i.e., state) and on the input variables. Using this definition and the Markov assumption, we denote the true state of the system as $X$. This true state is hidden to the listener, who can only observe the state via a noisy measurement that we denote as $y$,

$$X(t_i) = g(X(t_{i-1}), u(t_{i-1}), \delta_u(t_i)),$$

$$y(t_i) = h(X(t_i), \delta_x(t_i)), \quad (1)$$

where $g$ and $h$ are called the system model and the measurement model, respectively, $u$ is the system control function, and $\delta_u$ and $\delta_x$ are the system and measurement noise, respectively.

In the context of a sound localisation process with the source positioned in the far-field, the state information required by the listener to localise a source consists of the head orientation $\theta_H(t)$ and the source direction $\psi$ a 2D vector defined by the lateral and polar angles of the source,

$$X(t) = (\theta_H(t), \psi)^T,$$

with both the head orientation and the source direction measured relative to the torso that we assume as the link between the egocentric and allocentric spatial systems.

The control signal $u(t)$ is represented by the speed of rotating the head, i.e., $u(t) = \omega_A(t)$. Thus, the discrete-time dynamic state-space model $g$ is formulated as,

$$X(t_{i+1}) - X(t_i) = (\omega_A(t_i)\Delta t + \delta_u, \psi(t_{i+1}) - \psi(t_i))^T, \quad (2)$$

with $\Delta t$ the time step of the “multiple looks” model and $\delta_u$ the noise on the self-motion representing the difference between the intended and the actually executed head movement. Note that, in a stationary auditory environment, the difference between the previous and current sound direction, $\psi(t_{i+1})$ and $\psi(t_i)$, respectively, is zero.

The measurement equation of the proposed state-space model consists of two components,

$$y(t_i) = (y_A(t_i), y_H(t_i))^T.$$

The first component, $y_A(t_i)$, describes the acoustic features used by the auditory system in the process of sound localisation, as described in Section 3. For example, when resolving front–back confusions, the system may rely on dynamic ITDs only, resulting in $y_A(t) = ITD(\theta_H(t), \psi) + \delta_A$. In that example, the noise in the acoustic features is modelled as unbiased Gaussian noise $\delta_A \sim N(0, \sigma_{ym})$.

The second component, $y_H(t_i)$, describes the measurement of the head orientation as $y_H(t_i) = \theta_H(t_i) + \delta_H$ and assumes that the listener knows the head orientation relative to the torso up to some additive (unbiased) Gaussian noise $\delta_H \sim N(0, \sigma_{ym})$.

While the aforementioned noise sources are described as additive, control of movement [135] and stimulus perception [136] are generally assumed to not only be endowed with additive but also with multiplicative noise, in which the standard deviation of the noise is linearly related to the amplitude of the signal. A possible solution in the case of our framework can be transforming the signals to a space of constant variance.

Note that we make no assumptions about the linearity of the acoustic component of the measurement equation.
Note also that we do assume that the head orientation and acoustic measurement processes are independent, in particular that the acoustic features are not used by the listener to estimate the head orientation. This is directly exploited in the following sections; in order to translate the acoustic measurements into source direction, the listener needs information about the head orientation and we simplify the active sound localisation problem considerably by first estimating the head orientation (Sect. 5.3), and subsequently making use of that information in the process of estimating the source position (Sect. 5.4). In order to retain the assumption of independent noise in the underlying measurement processes, we assume the delays involved in the process to be broadband.

5.2 Generative model

In the framework of Bayesian inference, we assume that the listener wants to determine the source direction based on all prior information about the environment and on all sensory information collected during the head movement. To this end, the listener first determines the posterior PDF of the source direction. The desired posterior PDF, taking into account all information available at time \( t_i \) will be denoted as,

\[
p_i = p(y | u(0 : i - 1), y(0 : i)),
\]

with \( u(0 : i - 1) \) denoting the sequence of control signals, i.e., rotation speed, applied at times \( t_0 \) until \( t_{i-1} \) with the time step \( \Delta t \), and \( y(0 : i) \) the sequence of sensor readings, i.e., acoustic features and head orientation, collected at times \( t_0 \) until \( t_i \). Figure 5 illustrates the generative model describing this posterior PDF. Note that, while we assume the source to be stationary, we make explicit the time varying nature of our knowledge about the source direction by taking into account all relevant information available at time \( t_i \). Thus, we refer to this distribution by the shorthand \( p_i \).

In Bayesian decision theory, the posterior PDF is usually used to minimise a loss function, that describes the optimal point estimate of the source direction. In closed-loop listening, the posterior PDF, computed at each update of the recursive process, can be further used as the input for a head-movement strategy. An example is the smooth posterior mean (SPM) strategy [130], which makes the listener steer the head on a smooth trajectory towards the posterior mean of the source position during each iteration. While the definition of a relevant loss function and its minimisation is both of theoretical interest and required for practical implementations (see our numerical examples in Sect. 5.5), it is beyond the scope of this article having its main focus on the derivation of the posterior PDF.

5.3 Estimation of head orientation

We model the dynamic process of the head rotation by,

\[
\theta_H(t_{i+1}) = \theta_H(t_i) + \omega_2(t_i) \Delta t + \delta_u,
\]

\[
y_H(t_{i+1}) = \theta_H(t_{i+1}) + \delta_u,
\]

with the initial head orientation given by a normally distributed variable \( \theta_H(0) \sim \mathcal{N}(\theta_0, \sigma_0) \) representing the listener's uncertainty about the initial head orientation. The additive noise on both the movement equation and the sensor equation is assumed to be zero-mean white Gaussian noise \( \delta_u \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_u) \) and \( \delta_y \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_y) \).

Making use of Bayes' rule and taking into account all head rotations executed as well as all sensor readings collected so far, the PDF of the head orientation at time \( t_{i+1} \) during the head movement can be shown to be Gaussian and given by,

\[
p(\theta_H(t_{i+1}) | y_H(0 : i + 1), u(0 : i)) = \mathcal{N}(\tilde{\theta}_H(t_{i+1}), \sigma_{\theta_H(t_{i+1})}),
\]

with mean and variance,

\[
\tilde{\theta}_H(t_{i+1}) = (1 - K) \cdot (\hat{\theta}_H(t_i) + \omega_2(t_i) \Delta t) + K \cdot y_H(t_{i+1}),
\]

\[
\sigma_{\theta_H(t_{i+1})}^2 = (1 - K) \cdot (\sigma_{\theta_H(t_i)}^2 + \sigma_u^2),
\]

and,

\[
K = \frac{\sigma_y^2}{\sigma_{\theta_H(t_i)}^2 + \sigma_u^2 + \sigma_y^2}.
\]

The prior required to initiate the recursive process is based on two components: the prior knowledge available to the listener about the sound source direction \( p(\psi) \) and the prior knowledge \( p(\theta_H(0) | y_H(0)) \) available to the listener about the initial head orientation. We assume here that \( \theta_H(0) \) is a Gaussian distribution centred on an initial head orientation \( \theta_H(0) \) as described in Equation (6), but that may depend on the actual experiment being modelled.
5.4 Estimation of sound-source direction

Here we derive a recursive expression for Equation (3) describing the posterior PDF $p_t$ at time $t = t_{i-1} + \Delta t$ in terms of the prior PDF $p_{t_{i-1}}$ derived at time $t_{i-1}$ combined with the extra information from the most recent “look” in the sequence of “multiple looks” collected during the head movement. We assume the sensor readings and the control signals to be available to the estimation process as,

$$y(0 : i) = ((y_d(t_0), y_H(t_0))^T, (y_d(t_1), y_H(t_1))^T, \cdots (y_d(t_i), y_H(t_i))^T),$$

and,

$$u(0 : i - 1) = [\omega_z(t_0), \omega_z(t_1) \cdots \omega_z(t_{i-1})],$$

i.e., we assume a varying speed of head rotation around the yaw-axis (which remains constant during each time-step $\Delta t$).

In the first step, as the source direction is part of the full state $X = (\theta_H, \psi)^T$, we derive the desired PDF described by Equation (3) from the joint full-state PDF by marginalisation over all possible head orientations,

$$p_{t_i} = p(\psi | y(0 : i), u(0 : i - 1)) = \int_{th} p_X(\psi, \theta_H(t_i) | y(0 : i), u(0 : i - 1))d\theta_H.$$  

This operation allows us to correctly take into account the effect of the remaining head orientation uncertainty on the source estimation. The joint PDF $p_X$ can be expanded as,

$$p_X(\psi, \theta_H(t_i) | y_d(t_i), y_H(t_i))^T, y(0 : i - 1), u(0 : i - 1)) = p(\psi | \theta_H(t_i), y_d(t_i), y(0 : i - 1), u(0 : i - 1)) \times p(\theta_H(t_i) | y_H(t_i), y(0 : i - 1), u(0 : i - 1)).$$

Our knowledge of the head orientation taking into account all relevant data up until time $t_i$ can be described by a reformulation of Equation (4),

$$p(\theta_H(t_i) | y_H(t_i) = y(0 : i), u(0 : i - 1)) = N(\bar{\theta}_H(t_i), \sigma_{\theta_H(t_i)}).$$

In the second step, by using Bayes’ rule, we rewrite the first term of $p_X$,

$$p(\psi | \theta_H(t_i), y_d(t_i), y(0 : i - 1), u(0 : i - 1)) = \frac{p(y_d(t_i) | \theta_H(t_i), \psi) \times p(\psi | y(0 : i - 1), u(0 : i - 1))}{p(y_d(t_i) | \theta_H(t_i), y(0 : i - 1), u(0 : i - 1))},$$

and simplify it with,

$$p(\psi | y(0 : i - 1), u(0 : i - 1)) = p_{t_{i-1}},$$

i.e., the posterior distribution on the source direction we determined at time $t_{i-1}$.

By combining these results we obtain the recursive expression for the posterior PDF,

$$p(\psi | y(0 : i), u(0 : i - 1)) = p_{t_i} = C \times \int_{\theta_H} p(\theta_H(t_i) | y_H(0 : i), u(0 : i - 1)) \times p(y_d(t_i) | \theta_H(t_i), \psi)d\theta_H,$$

with the normalisation constant $C$ derived from the posterior PDF,

$$\int_\psi p(\psi | y(0 : i), u(0 : i - 1))d\psi = 1.$$  

The recursive process in Equation (5) is comparable to [127] and expresses our new state of knowledge about the source direction $p_t$ based on the previous state of knowledge $p_{t_{i-1}}$ with the extra knowledge obtained in the most recent “look” This extra knowledge takes into account not only the acoustic measurement but also the current head orientation estimate.

The recursive processes is initiated with the source direction PDF from Equation (3) derived from the initial acoustic measurement performed at time $t_0$,

$$p_{t_0} = p(y(0 : i), y_H(t_0))^T).$$

This PDF, following a similar derivation as the one described for Equation (5), is given by,

$$p_{t_0} = C \times \int_{\theta_H} p(\theta_H(t_0) | y_H(t_0)) \times p(y_d(t_0) | \theta_H(t_0), \psi)d\theta_H,$$

with $p(\theta_H(t_0) | y_H(t_0)) = N(\hat{\theta}_H(t_0), \sigma_{\theta_H(t_0)})$ representing the initial (uncertain) head orientation and $p(\psi)$ being the prior PDF on the source direction. Note that at this very first moment $t_0$ the head motion is not made use of, as at that moment only the current head orientation is known (up to some uncertainty). As with Equation (5), the constant $C$ can be derived from the normalisation of this posterior PDF.

Depending on the behavioural task and listener’s priors on the environment, this prior information $p(\psi)$ (in Eq. (6)) may substantially modify the model predictions. For example, it may constrain the possible source directions to a sub-region of the full sphere around the listener’s head, e.g., the frontal hemisphere or the horizontal plane. This can be modelled by choosing $p(\psi)$ accordingly.

5.5 Numerical examples

The presented concept is mathematically consistent, yet its complete numerical evaluation is not trivial: it depends on the considered acoustic features and needs to consider many listening situations. Thus, it deserves separate discussions in future articles. In this article, we illustrate the
explanatory power of the concept by numerically applying it to two examples in a simplified setting, using an MAP estimator to convert the posterior PDF into a point estimate. The corresponding code was implemented in the auditory modeling toolbox (AMT) version 1.0 (Majdak et al. [137]). Note that the MAP estimator is just one of the possibilities to obtain a point estimate from the PDF.

In the first example, we simplify our concept to the sound localisation with head oriented straight ahead and without any head movements (not even noise), i.e., \( u = 0 \), and \( y_H = 0 \), respectively. This simplifies Equation (2) to \( X(t_{i+1}) = X(t_i) \) and Equation (3) to \( p = p_\theta(\psi | y_A) \). The resulting model corresponds to the ideal-observer model by Reijniers et al. [11]. Results from that model were replicated by using our implementation of the simplified concept. To replicate the results from the original study, we used the same acoustic features \( y_A \): ITDs, the summed binaural spectral information, and the interaural spectral information. We also used the same noise parameters tuned to the ITD thresholds and absolute hearing thresholds. For the input signal, we used Gaussian white noise filtered with HRTFs from Section 3.1, which were also used as templates in the model. 2354 target directions on the spherical grid were considered. Per target sound direction, 10 trials were simulated and averaged to obtain polar errors and front–back confusion rates obtained with that simplified model. The polar errors are largest above and below the listener, which is qualitatively in line with the observations obtained from actual localisation experiments [138]. The large polar errors near the interaural axis can be attributed to the disproportional changes in polar angles even for small changes of the source direction [26].

The second example demonstrates the recursive nature of the estimation process in our concept. We reduce the concept to head rotations that are small (i.e., up to \( 10^\circ \)), open-loop, and at a constant speed (i.e., \( u = \omega_z \)), so we can assume a linear relationship between ITD and head-rotation angle [24]. Head position is assumed to be exactly known, i.e., a deterministic \( y_H \) not confounded by any noise. Further, we used the broadband ITD as acoustic feature, i.e., \( y_A(t_i) = \text{ITD}(\theta_H(t_i), \psi) + \delta_A \) and used a uniform distribution for the prior PDF. Taking into account these simplifications, Equation (3) reduces to \( p_\theta = p(\psi | y(0 : i)) \) with \( y(t_i) = (y_A(t_i), \theta_H(t_i)) \). The predictions were calculated for yaw, roll, and pitch separately, with identical simulation parameters from the first example. Figures 7 and 8 show the polar errors and front–back confusion rates, respectively. The results show that head yaw significantly reduces front–back confusions, though roll also shows a slight improvement. Head yaw and roll also reduced polar errors, with most of the reduction for sources located at the eye level. All these findings are in line with empirical data [6, 38]. Head pitch, on the other hand, did not show much improvement, neither in reducing the localisation errors nor the front–back confusions, both being in line with the observation of small ITD rates when tilting the head (see Fig. 3c).

These two examples demonstrate the feasibility of the concept.

---

**Figure 6.** Example 1: Predictions obtained from 10 simulated trials of the simplified concept without head movements, head orientation straight ahead. (a) Polar angle errors (in degrees). (b) Front–back confusion rates (in %); rates for target directions near the frontal plane are not shown for clarity.

**Figure 7.** Example 2: Polar angle errors (in degrees) obtained from 10 simulated trials of the simplified concept with a \( 10^\circ \) turn and perfectly determinable head orientation. (a) Head yaw rotations. (b) Head pitch turns. (c) Head roll tilts. Left and right panels represent source locations in the front and back of the head, respectively.
6 Conclusions

This article briefly reviews the recent literature on modelling active dynamic sound localisation, which complements the well-documented sound localisation based on static acoustic features with cues from self-motion or source motion. The review focuses on Bayesian inference because of its prominent role in recent multimodal cognitive models and high potential in modelling dynamic cognitive processes. We have defined the term of active dynamic sound localisation, describing the localisation process in which the listener actively updates the head orientation to facilitate the localisation process.

Further, we described a theoretical Bayesian modelling framework based on the independent estimation of acoustic features and head rotations. In order to show the feasibility of the concept, we provide two short examples of simplified versions of the concept, for which numeric implementations are available. While these two examples do not fully validate the concept in all its aspects, they demonstrate the potential of the proposed concept towards a general dynamic sound localisation model.

Future work will involve model extensions along different directions. First, model parameters will need to be fine-tuned through sensitivity analyses and comparisons to empirical data in order to quantitatively fit the predictions to the sound localisation performance of humans. Second, an implementation of a closed-loop version of the model will be required to completely test the concept. Here questions related to listening strategies will become relevant. Additionally, our current concept considers stationary sources only. It can be extended to dynamic auditory environments by integrating e.g., a multiscale network [139], expanding our concept to a general framework of active sound localisation in dynamic auditory environments.
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